




BOOK REVIEW: STORIES OF THE ROAD, THE STUDIOS, SIDEMEN & 
SINGERS: 55 Years in the Music Biz
By Joe Lang 

It is not unusual to find jazz musicians who are chock full of interesting, and often 
humorous stories about their experiences.  Naturally some are more articulate than others, 
and we are really fortunate when one of those cats takes the time to put those 
remembrances on the printed page.  Bill Mays is among the most creative, intelligent and 
versatile of jazz piano players.  He is as dexterous with words as he is with notes as you 
will find if you get yourself a copy of Stories of the Road, the Studios, Sidemen & 
Singers: 55 Years in the Music Biz. 

This is not a biographical work, although after reading it the reader has a pretty clear idea 
of the chronology of his career.  He is primarily concerned with giving an understanding 
of what life as a jazz musician involves, and doing so in a way that is highly entertaining 
while being deeply informative. 

Mays has various aspects to his career in music.  He’s primarily a jazz pianist, working as 
a leader, sideman and accompanist for vocalists.  He is also a fine composer and arranger 
of jazz, music for films, and occasional works that form a bridge from jazz to classical 
music.   

As a format, Mays has chosen to group his stories around subjects like “The Road,” 
“Airports & Planes,” “Booze ‘n Drugs,” “Pianos,” “Apartment Living,” “The Arranger’s 
Corner,” “You Can’t Make This Stuff Up Dept.,” “Family Matters,” and “Pet Peeves…
Or: Channeling Andy Rooney.”  There are 26 chapters varying in length from one to 
fourteen pages. 

Within the chapters there are memorable portraits of individuals like Jimmy Rowles, Red 
Mitchell, Sarah Vaughan, Bud Shank, Gerry Mulligan, and many, many more.  Here is a 
sample of the Rowles sense of humor when speaking of bassist George Mraz: 

Mraz, originally from Czechoslovakia, worked a lot with Rowles, who nicknamed 
him “Bounce.”  I asked Jimmy why the nickname, and he drawled, “Because he’s 
a baaad Czech.” 

The book is replete with neat little gems like that, making the reader keep turning pages 
and grinning. In addition to the appealing humor, Mays also provides insight to many of 
the subtleties of the jazz life that would escape a casual observer. This is one of those 
books that is hard to put down once you start reading.  The pages fly by as you carom 
from one delicious tidbit to another.  By the time you finish you will find yourself 
impressed by Bill Mays the man and musician, consistently entertained, and much more 
aware and understanding of the full life of a jazz musician.


